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The worldwide color authority invites readers on a rich visual tour of 100 transformative
years. Longtime Pantone collaborators and color gurus Eiseman and Recker identify
more than 200 touchstone works of art, products, dcor, and fashion, and carefully
match them with 80 different official Pantone color palettes to reveal the trends, radical
shifts, and resurgence of various hues.
A captivating exploration of the little-known story of Rembrandt’s formative years by a
prize-winning biographer. Rembrandt van Rijn’s early years are as famously shrouded
in mystery as Shakespeare’s, and his life has always been an enigma. How did a
miller’s son from a provincial Dutch town become the greatest artist of his age? How in
short, did Rembrandt become Rembrandt? Seeking the roots of Rembrandt’s genius,
the celebrated Dutch writer Onno Blom immersed himself in Leiden, the city in which
Rembrandt was born in 1606 and where he spent his first twenty-five years. It was a
turbulent time, the city having only recently rebelled against the Spanish. There are
almost no written records by or about Rembrandt, so Blom tracked down old maps,
sought out the Rembrandt family house and mill, and walked the route that Rembrandt
would have taken to school. Leiden was a bustling center of intellectual life, and Blom,
a native of Leiden himself, brings to life all the places Rembrandt would have known:
the university, library, botanical garden, and anatomy theater. He investigated the
concerns and tensions of the era: burial rites for plague victims, the renovation of the
city in the wake of the Spanish siege, the influx of immigrants to work the cloth trade.
And he examined the origins and influences that led to the famous and beloved
paintings that marked the beginning of Rembrandt’s celebrated career as the
paramount painter of the Dutch Golden Age. Young Rembrandt is a fascinating portrait
of the artist and the world that made him. Evocatively told and beautifully illustrated with
more than 100 color images, it is a superb biography that captures Rembrandt for a
new generation.
Men to Avoid in Art and Life pairs classical fine art with modern captions that epitomize
the spirit of mansplaining. This hilarious book perfectly captures those relatable
moments when a man explains to a woman a subject about which he knows
considerably less than she does. Situations include men sharing keen insight on the
female anatomy, an eloquent defense of catcalling, or offering sage advice about
horseback riding to the woman who owns the horse. • These less qualified men of
antiquity dish out mediocrity as if it's pure genius • For the women who have endured
overbearing men over the centuries • Written with hilariously painful accuracy "Now,
when you're riding a horse, you need to make sure to keep a good grip on the reins."
"These are my horses." Through cringe-induced empathy, this timeless gift book of
shared experiences unites women across history in one of the most powerful forms of
resistance: laughter. • Started as a Twitter thread and quickly gained widespread
popularity. • Makes a perfect book for women and feminists with a wry sense of humor,
millennials, anyone who loves memes and Internet humor, as well as history and art
buffs. • You'll love this book if you love books like Men Explain Things to Me by
Rebecca Solnit, Milk and Vine: Inspirational Quotes from Classic Vines by Emily Beck,
and Awards For Good Boys: Tales Of Dating, Double Standards, And Doom by Shelby
Lorman.
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How one provocative, trail-blazing?and long-forgotten? dealer, Edith Halpert,
transformed the business of art dealing and shaped the legacy of modern American art
In Dogspirations, our canine friends offer sweet, simple truths that are meant to
encourage, inspire and impart a positive mindset. A dog is nothing without its character
and we, their people, can learn a lot from how they see the world around them. This
book is the perfect gift for anyone who cherishes their relationship with their pet and
needs an emotional nuzzle every now and then. Uplifting, heartfelt and humorous,
Dogspirations, is bound to be a bookshelf favorite for years to come.
The definitive guide for those who create and those who sell art is back, now in a newly
revised and updated third edition.
Available for a limited time, this artist’s book by renowned visual artist Tacita Dean
explores her chance encounters with objects in the archives of the Getty Research
Institute. ?As the Getty Research Institute artist in residence in 2014–15, Tacita Dean
was asked to define a subject and identify a path of research. What she proposed
instead was a project titled “The Importance of Objective Chance as a Tool of
Research.” Her idea was to allow chance to be her guide. Dean researched randomly,
picking out boxes from the collections without knowing their contents, meandering
through objects and images from sources as varied as medieval alchemy books to
twentieth-century artist letters. Monet Hates Me features reproductions of fifty artworks
she created from Getty’s archival holdings along with enlightening texts that expand on
her method of research and illustrate her encounters with the archives.
Bask in the abounding beauty of Utah's wild spaces and wildlife with this breathtaking
collection of photographs and quotes by Utah writers such as Terry Tempest Williams,
Edward Abbey, and Everett Ruess. With its sweeping valleys and towering mountains,
its inviting summers and glittering snowscapes, its hiking trails and world-renowned ski
slopes, Utah's soaring heights are, indeed, where life is elevated. Explore these wild
spaces through the dramatic and captivating photography of Ryan Jeffery, which
captures Utah's beloved wildness--the wildlife, the national parks, the desert vistas, and
the mountains, all beautifully arrayed in splendor. Quotes from Utah authors such as
Terry Tempest Williams, Edward Abbey, and Everett Ruess are spread throughout the
scenes. Each page whisks you away to spaces like no other--where open skies kiss the
silhouette of the landscape that rises to meet it. "May your trails be crooked, winding,
lonesome, dangerous, leading to the most amazing view." -- Edward Abbey "To be
whole. To be complete. Wildness reminds us what it means to be human, what we are
connected to rather than what we are separate from." -- Terry Tempest Williams
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “I come from a family forged by tragedies and
bound by a remarkable, unbreakable love,” Hunter Biden writes in this deeply moving
memoir of addiction, loss, and survival. When he was two years old, Hunter Biden was
badly injured in a car accident that killed his mother and baby sister. In 2015, he
suffered the devastating loss of his beloved big brother, Beau, who died of brain cancer
at the age of forty-six. These hardships were compounded by the collapse of his
marriage and a years-long battle with drug and alcohol addiction. In Beautiful Things,
Hunter recounts his descent into substance abuse and his tortuous path to sobriety.
The story ends with where Hunter is today—a sober married man with a new baby,
finally able to appreciate the beautiful things in life.
A daily almanac that presents a selection of art historical events for every day of the
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year, from momentous and headline-grabbing to intimate, amusing, and illuminating.
A timely and expansive survey of a groundbreaking American art movement that
overturned aesthetic hierarchies in a riot of color and ornamentation The Pattern and
Decoration movement emerged in the 1970s as an embrace of long-dismissed art
forms associated with the decorative. Pioneering artists such as Miriam Schapiro
(1923-2015), Joyce Kozloff (b. 1942), Robert Kushner (b. 1949), and others
appropriated patterns, frequently from non-Western decorative arts, to produce
intricate, often dizzying or gaudy designs in media ranging from painting, sculpture, and
collage to ceramics, installation art, and performance. This dazzling book showcases
an astonishing array of works by more than 40 artists from across the United States,
examining the movement's defiant adoption of art forms traditionally viewed as
feminine, craft-based, or otherwise inferior to fine art. In addition to offering an overview
of the Pattern and Decoration movement as it is commonly recognized, this volume
considers artists of the period who are not typically associated with the movement.
Rethinking the significance of patterns and the decorative in postwar American art, this
panoramic view provides new insights into abstraction, feminism, and installation art.
Essays explore the movement's feminist methods and values, including Miriam
Schapiro's "femmage" practice; its impact on contemporary abstract painting; and its
relationship to postmodern architecture and design. Artist biographies, an exhibition
history, and reprints of historically significant writings further establish With Pleasure as
the most expansive publication on the subject.
‘A riveting tale, brilliantly told' Philippe Sands The little-known story of Hitler’s war on
modern art and the mentally ill.
Providing a crucial record of the painter Noah Davis’s extraordinary oeuvre, this
monograph tells the story of a brilliant artist and cultural force through the eyes of his
friends and collaborators. Despite his exceedingly premature death at the age of 32,
Davis’s paintings have deeply influenced the rise of figurative and representational
painting in the twenty-first century. Davis’s emotionally charged work places him firmly
in the canon of great American painting. Stirring, elusive, and attuned to the history of
painting, his compositions infuse scenes from everyday life with a magical realist
atmosphere and contain traces of his abiding interest in artists such as Marlene Dumas,
Kerry James Marshall, Fairfield Porter, and Luc Tuymans. This catalogue is born of the
unique relationship between Davis and Helen Molesworth, whom Davis entrusted to be
the curator of his work. It is published on the occasion of the 2020 exhibition at David
Zwirner, New York, which travels to The Underground Museum in Los Angeles, a space
that Davis founded with his wife, artist Karon Davis. In her introduction, catalogue
essay, and interviews with important figures in Davis’s life, Molesworth shows how the
artist’s generosity and sense of responsibility galvanized a uniquely supportive artistic
community, culture, and vision. Together with color illustrations and archival
photographs, the book features heartfelt testimonials that unfold in the intimate yet
expansive spirit of studio visits with people close to him.
Invite in another wonderful year of kawaii kitties with this 16-month wall calendar
featuring 13 full-color illustrations of lovable kawaii cats in adorable scenes as they
have too much fun throughout the year. With a handy page that shows the months of
September, October, November, and December 2021, followed by individual pages for
the months of 2022, this 12" × 12" wall calendar features original kawaii kitten art from
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popular Instagram artist Bichi Mao (@bichi.mao). Enjoy all the cattitude these quirky
kittens give off as they swarm your year. These cute feline friends do all sorts of
adorable things and will help make 2022 an uplifting year. Aside from being their
inspiring selves doing daily activities, these kitties get dolled up for their holiday best for
Valentine's Day, Saint Patrick's Day, Easter, Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Christmas.
Kawaii Kitties 2022 is the perfect gift for the artistic friend, lover of super-cute
everything, Japanese culture aficionado, or crazy cat lady in your life!
New York Times Bestseller Named one of the Best Gift Books of the Year by
Entertainment Weekly, InStyle, House Beautiful, T: The New York Times Style
Magazine, Better Homes & Gardens, Luxe Interiors + Design, People StyleWatch,
Garden & Gun, The Los Angeles Times, The Chicago Tribune, New York Magazine,
and more John Derian’s home goods empire reaches far and wide—in addition to the
four John Derian stores he owns in New York and Massachussetts, his products are
sold by more than 600 retailers worldwide, including Neiman Marcus, ABC, and
Gump’s in the United States; Conran and Liberty in the UK; and Astier de Villatte in
Paris. It all started with his now-iconic collectible plates decoupaged with 19th-century
artwork sourced from old and rare books, a process that credited him with elevating the
decoupage technique into fine art. Over the past 25 years, the brand has expanded
greatly to include home and general design gifts and products. Now, for the first time
ever, comes the book John Derian fans have been waiting for. Culled from the
thousands of images that have appeared in his biannual collections, here is an
astoundingly beautiful assortment of nearly 300 full-bleed images in their original form.
From intensely colored flowers and birds to curious portraits, hand-drawn letters, and
breathtaking landscapes, the best of John Derian is here. The result is an oversized
object of desire, a work of art in and of itself, that brilliantly walks the line between
commerce and art, and that is destined to become the gift book of the season.
Sable Island, a small island off the coast of eastern Canada, is the site of some 500
wild horses, 500 shipwrecks, and 500 years of known history. Never settled, the island,
also known as the "Graveyard of the Atlantic," has seen temporary occupation by
shipwrecked sailors, transported convicts, pirates, and wreckers. The wild horses,
named for the island they inhabit, abandoned there long ago or cast ashore from
wrecks, are now the only terrestrial mammals on Sable Island. Roebrto Dutesco's
twenty years' documentation of Sable Island comes to you as a stunning volume of
photographs, an unprecedented collection of extraordinary moments in a place
uninhabited by humans, where the wild horses run free, unaware and unafraid of man.
Dutesco portrays the wild beauty of these horses as well as the barren and unspoiled
quality of the island, creating an immersive photographic memoir that captures the soul
and spirit. The Romanian-born Canadian photographer's aim is to document and record
this enchanted place for posterity, for our children's children, as an important place in
Earth's history, and more so in our current moment, when unique wild places are
vanishing. It is Dutesco's life project, celebrating the beauty he encountered in a place
forgotten by time, desire, and conquest--Sable Island.
While it seeks neither to define Zen nor answer its most famous koan (a riddle
unanswerable by conventional thinking, in this case the sound of one hand clapping),
this bestselling little book with 437,000 copies in print possesses a maverick Zen spirit
that points to a different way of looking at the world. With each page featuring a quote,
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phrase, story, koan, haiku, or poem, Zen Companion combines the feeling and format
of a meditation book with 2,500 years of wisdom-from Lao-tzu and Groucho Marx,
William Carlos Williams and The Little Prince, D. T. Suzuki and Walker Percy, the
Buddha and the Bible, Einstein and Gertrude Stein. It's a celebration of intuition: "If a
man wishes to be sure of the road he treads on, he must close his eyes and walk in the
dark"-St. John the Cross. Individuality: "Do not seek to follow in the footsteps of the
men of old; seek what they sought."-Basho. Uncomplicated nature: "Among twenty
snowy mountains/The only moving thing/Was the eye of the blackbird."-Wallace
Stevens. Childlike spontaneity: "Goodnight stars. Goodnight air."-Margaret Wise Brown.
Irreverent paradox: "Wakuan complained when he saw a picture of bearded
Bodhidharma: 'Why hasn't that fellow a beard?'" And above all, the simple pleasure of
life lived in the moment. "Chop wood, carry water."
Grayson Perry’s book will overturn everything you thought you knew about “art” Now
Grayson Perry is a fully paid-up member of the art establishment, he wants to show that
any of us can appreciate art (after all, there is a reason he’s called this book Playing to
the Gallery and not Sucking Up to the Academic Elite). This funny, personal journey
through the art world answers the basic questions that might occur to us in an art
gallery but that we’re too embarrassed to ask. Questions such as: What is “good” or
“bad” art—and does it even matter? Is art still capable of shocking us or have we seen it
all before? And what happens if you place a piece of art in a rubbish dump?
Covering the U.S.A. and Canada like never before, and for the first time with full-color
photographs, here are 1,000 compelling, essential, offbeat, utterly unforgettable places.
Pristine beaches and national parks, world-class museums and the Just for Laughs
festival, mountain resorts, salmon-rich rivers, scenic byways, the Oyster Bar and the
country’s best taco, lush gardens and coastal treks at Point Reyes, rafting the Upper
Gauley (if you dare). Plus resorts, vineyards, hot springs, classic ballparks, the
Talladega Speedway, and more. Includes new attractions, like Miami’s Pérez Art
Museum and Manhattan’s High Line, plus more than 150 places of special interest to
families. And, for every entry, what you need to know about how and when to visit.
“Patricia Schultz unearths the hidden gems in our North American backyard. Don’t
even think about packing your bag and sightseeing without it.” —New York Daily News
In the early decades of the twentieth century, British art was enlivened by a wide variety
of imaginative attempts to take painting and sculpture outside the boundaries of the
gallery. Some of the works were commissioned by architects as integral parts of new
buildings.
Bring a little of the glamour and personality of Marilyn Monroe into your own world, day
by day. This stylish 12-month planner includes: Notes on happenings in Marilyn's life on
given days of the year, to keep you inspired. Quotes from the legend on love, career,
womanhood, and life in general.More than 60 full-color and black-and-white
photographs throughout.Undated weekly and monthly overviews for recording dates
and appointments.Blank pages for tracking goals and to-do lists.Ribbon marker.
The gift of art, the gift of inspiration, the gift of joy. This dynamic illustrated book is
brimming over with encouragement and wisdom and delivered with a fresh, modern
twist. Pairing quotes with original graphic art that brings the words to life, Think Happy,
Be Happy is a gallery of beauty and cheer inspired by the letterpress and screenprint
art that’s hot on Etsy and pinned and re-pinned by Pinterest’s millions of fans. The
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artwork is by more than twenty popular illustrators and designers, who transform simple
but smart mottoes—from the contemplative “Find beauty in rain” to the upbeat “I make
my own sunshine!” to the empowering “Don’t shush your inner voice. It’s who you
are” to the joyful “Live every day like it’s your birthday”—into bold and visually dynamic
statements. This book is a delightful pick-me-up that can be read over and over again
and bring comfort and affirmation every time. Paired randomly throughout is
unexpected, complementary text—themed play-lists, top-ten lists, and simple recipes.
Because what’s better to lift the spirits than a Watermelon Mint Ice Pop?
The alluring art of the Austrian artist Gustav Klimt (1862 - 1918) has seduced art lovers
for decades.
When life (in a global pandemic) imitates art . . . Van Gogh’s Starry Night made out of
spaghetti? Cat with a Pearl Earring? Frida Kahlo self-portraits with pets and toilet
paper? While the world reeled from the rapid spread of the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19), thousands of people around the globe, inspired by challenges from Getty
and other museums, raided toy chests, repurposed pantry items, and enlisted family,
roommates, and animals to re-create famous works of art at home. Astonishing in their
creativity, wit, and ingenuity, these creations remind us of the power of art to unite us
and bring joy during troubled times. Off the Walls: Inspired Re-Creations of Iconic
Artworks celebrates these imaginative re-creations, bringing highlights from this
challenge together in one whimsical, irresistible volume. Getty Publications will donate
all profits from the sales of this book to Artist Relief, an emergency initiative offering
resources to artists across the United States.

“The best memoir I've ever read.” —Oprah Winfrey “Will Smith isn't holding back
in his bravely inspiring new memoir . . . An ultimately heartwarming read, Will
provides a humane glimpse of the man behind the actor, producer and musician,
as he bares all his insecurities and trauma.” —USA Today One of the most
dynamic and globally recognized entertainment forces of our time opens up fully
about his life, in a brave and inspiring book that traces his learning curve to a
place where outer success, inner happiness, and human connection are aligned.
Along the way, Will tells the story in full of one of the most amazing rides through
the worlds of music and film that anyone has ever had. Will Smith’s
transformation from a West Philadelphia kid to one of the biggest rap stars of his
era, and then one of the biggest movie stars in Hollywood history, is an epic
tale—but it’s only half the story. Will Smith thought, with good reason, that he had
won at life: not only was his own success unparalleled, his whole family was at
the pinnacle of the entertainment world. Only they didn't see it that way: they felt
more like star performers in his circus, a seven-days-a-week job they hadn't
signed up for. It turned out Will Smith's education wasn't nearly over. This
memoir is the product of a profound journey of self-knowledge, a reckoning with
all that your will can get you and all that it can leave behind. Written with the help
of Mark Manson, author of the multi-million-copy bestseller The Subtle Art of Not
Giving a F*ck, Will is the story of how one person mastered his own emotions,
written in a way that can help everyone else do the same. Few of us will know the
pressure of performing on the world's biggest stages for the highest of stakes,
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but we can all understand that the fuel that works for one stage of our journey
might have to be changed if we want to make it all the way home. The
combination of genuine wisdom of universal value and a life story that is
preposterously entertaining, even astonishing, puts Will the book, like its author,
in a category by itself.
CREATE YOUR ART GALLERY. FASHION EVERYTHING LOVELY.TOUR THE
ART GALLERY. SELECT A PAGE AND TURN IT INTO A MASTERPIECE
WHILE CREATING BEAUTY THAT SURROUNDS YOU. BREATHE AND
ENJOY. JOIN MILLIONS WHO ARE FINDING THE WAY TO RECREATE
THEIR MOOD WHILE CREATING ART. PINK IS A COLOR REPRESENTING
LOVE. YOU CAN USE ANY MEDIUM YOU WISH: MARKERS, FINE POINT
MARKERS, COLORED PENCILS, CRAYONS AND PASTELS ALL MAKE THIS
ARTWORK COME TO LIFE! THIS ARTWORK IS ON ONE SIDE OF THE PAGE
TO MINIMIZE BLEED THROUGH.THE PATTERNS ARE LOVE PATTERNS:
HEARTS, FLORAL AND LOVELY MANDALAS. ART GALLERY COLLECTIONS
INCLUDES:* JOY* CALM* FOCUS* MINDFULNESS* CENTEREDTour our
collection of ART GALLERY Books! Visit us on Amazon.com AT: ALESIA
NAPOLITANO
The photographs of Brian Day depicting his hometown of Detroit.
Painting can be so much more than a mere hobby - it can be a vehicle
transforming your mind, body, and spirit! Painting and bravely embracing the
challenges of creativity sparks a revolution that involves heart, creativity,
courage, and trust! Artistic pursuits such as painting have the power to soothe,
heal, and connect a person to their truest self. For author Flora Bowley, making
art and expressing herself creatively have always served as potent forms of
personal evolution and holistic healing. Creative Revolution is the reader's key to
unlocking the door to their own personal journey while making beautiful art.
Creative Revolution is the culmination of Flora's life's work as an artist, offering
guidance for others to embrace their authentic selves through paint. She has
taught more than sixty workshops since she wrote her first book, Brave Intuitive
Painting, and has witnessed miraculous things when people engage with the
intuitive painting process. Creative Revolution is the next best thing to taking a
course from Flora. Many readers and students can't help but exclaim, "This was
about so much more than painting!" After reading Creative Revolution, readers
will have a deeper connection to their intuition, increased confidence to make
bolder choices, freedom to let go and explore various options, an understanding
that everything is transformable, the trust that it will all work out in the end, and a
renewed sense that creating can be fun and playful. All of this powerful
transformation begins with paint. Flora has been writing and reflecting on these
transformational aspects of the creative process for years. Creative Revolution is
an insightful and practical guide for realizing the transformational power of fully
embracing your creativity.
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